Head and neck reconstruction with a second free flap following resection of a recurrent malignancy.
A retrospective analysis of 12 patients with a head and neck tumor recurrence within a previous free flap treated with extirpation and a second free flap is reported. A 15-year experience at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, from 1988 to 2003 of 12 patients (5 men, 7 women) who underwent 25 free flaps is reviewed. The overall flap survival rate was 92%, with a 100% survival rate in the first free-tissue transfer and 85% survival rate in the second free-tissue transfer. There was 1 minor complication (8%) and there were 2 major complications (15%) among the second free flaps. Overall, 10 of 13 (77%) second free flaps were anastomosed to ipsilateral neck vessels. Moreover, in 5 of 13 cases (38%) the same artery and in 7 of 13 cases (54%) the same vein were used for both the first and second free flaps. Reconstruction of the head and neck with a second free flap in patients with a recurrent tumor is safe and effective. The original recipient vessels can often be used for the second reconstruction.